Conjoint measurement was used to investigate the joint influences of the 23 luminance of the background and the inner contour on hue-and brightness filling-24 in for a stimulus configuration generating a water-color effect (WCE), i.e., a 25 wiggly bi-chromatic contour enclosing a region with the lower luminance 26 component on the exterior. Two stimuli with the background and inner contour 27 luminances covarying independently were successively presented, and in separate 28 experiments, the observer judged which member of the pair's interior regions 29 contained a stronger hue or was brighter. Braided-contour control stimuli that 30 generated little or no perceptual filling-in were also used to assess whether 31 observers were judging the interior regions and not the contours themselves.
by different mechanisms.
In the present study, five levels of luminance inner contour and five levels 185 of luminance background were used. All levels were crossed creating a 5 × 5 186 grid with a total of 25 stimuli. Figure 2 shows an example of the range of 187 stimuli used, with the inner contour luminance varying across rows and the 188 background luminance across columns. Control stimuli were also tested consisting of patterns that were identical 193 to the test stimuli except that the contours were interlaced (Figure 1b all 600 test and control pairs. Each task was repeated five times, yielding 1500 212 test and 1500 control trials for each observer. 213 Prior to the experiment, observers were dark-adapted for 3 min. At the 214 beginning of each trial, a fixation cross was presented in the center of the screen 215 of duration 500 ms. At its extinction, the first pattern was presented during 500 216 ms followed by a fixation cross for 500 ms, and then the second pattern for 500 217 ms., followed by a blank screen. The observer's response initiated a 1 s pause 218 before the start of the next trial. An initial practice block of 10 trials preceded 219 the experiment. The experimental session started, when the observer felt at ease 220 with the task, otherwise additional practice sessions were run. A free viewing 221 procedure was used to ensure that observer's judgments were based on foveal 222 views of the stimuli. observer's judgments including an interaction term that depends on the specific 236 levels of the two components in addition to their simple additive combination.
237
The three models are then evaluated using a nested likelihood ratio test. This is 238 done separately for the experiments based on hue, and brightness judgments.
239
The formal description of the model is described next and follows similar 
242
We represent the stimulus levels along the two dimensions by a variable respectively. In the additive model, when observers judge which central area is the more saturated orange color or which appears to be brighter, we suppose that 250 the filling-in response is the sum of the component responses
(2)
252
Observers compare the two presented central surfaces and the difference 253 between the filling-in strength of the stimulus !,! and the stimulus !,! is 254 computed as follows
where refers to additive noise in the decision process and is modeled as a
257
Gaussian random variable with = 0 and variance = ! . In plots, we indicate Finally, the saturated observer model includes an interaction factor that 281 depend on the intensity levels of both dimensions; the decision variable is 282 defined as follows:
Due to the interaction terms, the responses cannot be explained by a simple 285 additive combination of components as in the previous two models. With 5 286 levels along each dimension, only one cell in the 5x5 grid of responses is fixed 287 at 0 leading to 24 (the maximum) free parameters to estimate, which is the 288 origin of the term saturated. nested likelihood ratio test are shown in Table I Tables I and II Comparing the saturated and additive models with nested likelihood ratio 425 tests rejected the hypothesis that the saturated model provided a fit no better 426 then the additive model, thus, demonstrating that an interaction term is required 427 to describe the observers' judgments for both tasks (Tables III and IV Tables III and Table IV about 
